EN
INSTALLATION AND USER’S MANUAL
VULX FUSION BARBEQUE TABLE

You’ve just acquired a VULX branded product.
This product has been manufactured with care and submitted to many control tests,
certifying it to CE EN 498 et EN 1860-1 standards.

Please read this manual carefully to use and maintain your VULX FUSION barbeque
table safely and correctly.

Please keep this installations and user’s manual safely.
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1. GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Before use, check that no part or element of the VULX barbeque table is deformed
damaged or unscrewed.
Before use, check that no part or element of the VULX FUSION barbeque table is
deformed damaged or unscrewed.

• Only for use outside
• Consult the instructions before using
• CAUTION: Accessible parts can be very hot. Keep away from
young children
• This device must be kept away from flammable materials during
use
• Do not move the device when using
• Close the gas valve after use
• Do not modify the device
• Do not close the ventilation openings of the gas cylinder’s slot
• The propane gas cylinder must be replaced when necessary
(away from any source of fire)
• Do not use in enclosed spaces!
• WARNING! This barbecue will become very hot. Do not move
during use.
• Never spray with water to extinguish the flame!

WARNING! Do not use alcohol or gasoline to ignite or reactivate the
fire! Only use firelighters that comply with EN 1860-3 standard!
WARNING! Do not leave the barbecue accessible to children and pets.

2. ASSEMBLY
Please observe the installation instructions.
The VULX FUSION barbeque table must be installed on a horizontal and
stable support, before use.

NECESSARY TOOLS
2 wrenches size 13 (fork, ring or pipe wrenches)
1 screwing device or screwdriver

Fixation of wheels and feet on barbeque table with 100 cm high base
Carefully lay down your VULX, then fix on the bottom plate, door side, the 2 wheels
with 8 M8x20 screws and 8 M8 fastening nut. Then adjust the height of the 2
adjustable feet at 12,5 cm.

Fixation of table plate
Arrange the 3 elements of the table plate on the supports considering the same
spacing between the tray and the cooking plate.
Then fix the 3 parts of the table plate with the provided 24 screws and 24 washers, in
the inserts.
CAUTION: ALWAYS USE 1 WASHER PER SCREW
Screw on gently with a screwdriver or a screwing device (speed 1).

2.1. GAS SYSTEM
Gas cylinder installation
Please use only a gas cylinder of PROPANE NF gas.
Please only use a regulator, in compliance with the current European standards and
compatible with your LP gas cylinder.
Place the gas cylinder in the centre of the base of your VULX MAGMA barbeque table.

Place the gas cylinder in the center of the base of your VULX FUSION barbeque table.

Gas flexible hose installation
Use a flexible propan gas hose complying with the NF standard to connect the device
to the gas cylinder with a minimum length of 80 cm, which will be connected to the
burner by a standard ½ "nut and to the regulator 37 mbar with a standard
20x150mm nut.
Pass the flexible hose through the hole placed under the burner control panel and
route it to the gas cylinder location.

Please respect the gas hose replacement order as stipulated by the NF standard
about that hose.

2.2. FROM WOOD SYSTEM TO GAS SYSTEM AND BACK
Gas system disassembly:
Remove the central part of the stainless-steel cooking plate, then the outer part.

Unscrew the 2 thumbscrews from the firewall plates, which surround the gas burner
tubes at the control buttons.

Unscrew the gas hose at the burner, and then retract it at the hole.

Then, remove gas burner by extracting it from the VULX FUSION barbeque table.

Let the gas bowl, and then install the wood bowl in the gas bowl, and the outside of
the stainless-steel cooking plate.

CAUTION!
ALWAYS REMOVE THE GAS CYLINDER LOCATED IN THE BASE,
BEFORE USING THE VULX FUSION BARBEQUE TABLE IN WOOD OPERATION!

To switch from wood use to gas use, follow these instructions in reverse.

2-3- FROM HIGH BAR TO COFFEE TABLE, AND BACK
Remove the cooking plate and the wood or gas system (see chapter 2-2)
Unscrew the 3 thumbscrews connecting the upper part of the lower part.

Remove the top part with the base plate, and then lay it on the other base (high bar
or coffee table).
Then screw in the 3 thumbscrews and reinstall the combustion system and the
cooking plate.

3. USE
Gas system
Open the gas arrival by turning on the gas cylinder valve. You can optionally, briefly
press the regulator button to flush the air stuck into the hose.
Then open the small burner gas by turning the center knob to the left.
1/2 a turn is enough to switch on the gas to full.

Use a fire lighter between the openings of the cooking plate.
Check that the burner is properly ignited, then switch on the other burner according
to your needs by turning the right knob to the left.
The left knob controls the small burner located in the center of the stainless-steel
plate (grid). The right knob controls the large burner.
When one the burners are in use, the other can be turned on without using a fire
lighter.
THE GAS BURNER MAY WHISTLE SLIGHTLY IN THE BEGINNING OF USE BUT THIS
ONLY LASTS A FEW MINUTES.
In case of ignition problems, check that the regulator valve is open, or if the gas
cylinder is not empty, or if there is no leak in the gas circuit (flexible hose,
connection...).

Let the cooking plate heat at full power for 10 minutes before cooking.
Then regulate the power of the burners according to your needs. Stop the burners
using the control knobs by turning them to the right when you want to stop using
the VULX FUSION barbeque table.
After every use, close the gas arrival on the gas cylinder.

WOOD system
Spread crumpled newspaper (glossy paper is not recommended) into the wood
cauldron, then small dry branches of wood, then small (cracked) logs. Ignite the
paper. If necessary, use firelighters in accordance with EN 1860-3. Once the fire
starts, you can proceed with the wooden loading.
Fill the firebox with logs of dry wood, which does not exceed 33 cm length.
The VULX FUSION barbeque table must be heated with dry wood for at least 30
minutes and the fuel must be kept incandescent before the first cooking.
Before cooking, wait for a layer of ash to cover the fuel.

4. COOKING
Oil the cooking plate before first use with cooking oil.
The cooking plate is warmer in the center than outside.
Place slow-cooking foods on the outside of the baking tray.
Place the foods to be grilled into the baking tray.
Push the residues and cooking fat off the plate directly into the central slots using a
suitable food-grade metal spatula or squeegee.

5. MAINTENANCE
Maintenance and cleaning must be done after the appliance has completely cooled
down.
When the fireplace is completely cold after use, remove the grease trap located
above the gas cylinder, empty it and clean it before further use.
For wood use, when the fireplace is completely cold after use, empty and clean the
cauldron thoroughly before using again. Either using a shovel, or by removing the
cooking plate, and emptying the cauldron.

To ensure a longer lifetime, store the VULX FUSION barbeque table in an enclosed,
dry place, or use our waterproof cover.
Move the VULX FUSION barbeque table by lifting it lightly by the 2 table supports,
located to the opposite of the door. Then roll it.

NEVER RAISE THE VULX FUSION BARBEQUE TABLE BY CARRYING IT
THROUGH THE TABLE PLATE.
ALWAYS RAISE IT THROUGH UNDER STEEL SUPPORT.

6- GAS SPECIFICATION
MODEL T-500
BRAND: OPTIMGAS S.L
CATEGORY: II 2E+3+
TYPE: A1
G-30 + G-31
Q: 1,11 Kg/h
P: 37 mbar Propan
Somme Q n (P.C.I)= 15,5 Kw

7. WARRANTY
This VULX FUSION barbeque table has a guarantee of 2 years.
This device is guaranteed against any manufacturing defect and guarantees correct
functioning for 2 years from the date of delivery.
The warranty is only valid if the appliance has been used under normal conditions of
use according to the instructions in this manual.
This warranty does not apply in the case of damage caused by a fall.
The provisions of this warranty are not exclusive of the benefit to the purchaser of the
legal warranty for defects and latent defects, which applies in any event under the
conditions of the current legislation.
Place of jurisdiction: Clermont-Ferrand (France)
Serial number:
Installation date:
VULX France
SEGUIN Duteriez
ZI de LHERAT
F-63310 RANDAN
France

8. ACCESSORIES
Waterproof protecting cover

WARNING : Always wait until the cooking plates are cold, before installing
protecting cover

Protection lid

The lid makes it possible to suffocate and extinguish the wood or charcoal fireplace

Compact tray

Place the Compact tray in the center of the barbeque table. It rests on the 6
supports of the external table.
WARNING : Always wait until the cooking plates are cold, before installing
the compact tray.

Central grill for wood fireplace

Place the tripod on the 3 pins of the cooking plate, then using the VULX tool for place
or remove the central grill.

Champagne bucket kit

The champagne bucket kit includes the support and the bucket.
If the VULX FUSION barbeque table operates on gas system, the gas burner and the
central cooking plate (cold) must be removed before placing the bucket. See chapter
2.2.
Place the bucket support then put the champagne bucket.

Ethanol burner kit

If the VULX FUSION barbeque table operates on gas system, removed the central
cooking plate (cold).
Place theeEthanol burner.
Fill the ethanol burner with a funnel, through the filling hole accessible once the
shutter is in the closed position on the burner.
WARNING: NEVER FILL THE BURNER WHEN IT IS HOT.
ALWAYS WAIT FOR IT TO COLD.
Open the shutter and light the Ethanol burner with the fire starter
To turn off the burner, close the shutter on the ethanol fireplace
Warning: Hot part

